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ABSTRACT
Since Adrian and Metthew [1], light may be considered the dominant stimulus for the brain. This statement is confirmed after the discovery of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) that regulates the master biological clock [2]. In 1998
the discovery of photopigment melanopsin in the ganglion cells of the retina, give new insight in the importance of the
light in the pathophysiology of the brain [3]. We have studied the effect of flashing at 10 Hz with LED light of different
wavelength on the response of the alpha system. We have shown that this response, consistent with the drive of the frequency and the augmentation of the voltage of the alpha rhythms, is far more significant with the RED-LED than
GREEN-LED or BLUE-LED or WHITE-LED (three-chrome) light flashing. We stem the hypothesis that the amplitude
increase and phase reset of the alpha waves produced by RED-LED flashing at 10 Hz may be due either to photobiomodulation on the cytochromo c oxidase [4,5] and/or of the photopigment melanopsin, at the level of the retinal ganglion cells, that reinforce the incoming cone-LHC signal and therefore the projection to the SCN [6] or to reinforcement
of postsynaptic short term responsiveness, in retinal cone-LHC synapse, due to repetitive stimulation [7,8] or both. We
may speculate that the increase of amplitude and phase reset of alpha rhythms, due to flashing at 10 Hz, is primarily
modulated in the retina.
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1. Introduction
Since Adrian [1] and Walter [9] the EEG “activation
methods” with light is a well known method in electroencephalography. Adrian conclude that light is a dominant
stimulus in the central nervous system. More recently
correlational evidence has linked alpha rhythms to memory formation in healthy people [10] and to memory
problems in Alzheimer’s disease [11]. Going beyond
mere correlation, brain stimulation at 10 Hz can enhance
Long Term Potentiation (LTP), the neural basis of memory, in rats. This suggest that alpha rhythms may subserve memory formation in man and that 10 Hz flicker
enhances memory in healthy people and may have
therapeutic potential in memory disorders [11].
We have studied since 10 years the effect of light
stimulation, in the frequency range of the alpha rhythms,
in EEG phenomenology simulation, in controls and in
patients affected by cognitive impairment. The findings
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are consistent with an improvement of behavioural memory performances in aged subjects produced by means
of prolonged intermittent light stimulation [12-15].
Initially light stimulation was performed by means of
xenon 6 W lamp 100 - 700 mJ intensity (MICROMED
apparatus). More recently we have adopted a suitable
and handy device (google shaped) into which we have
assembled three-chrome LED lamp: RED-LED (InGaAIP), GREEN-LED (InGaN) and BLUE-LED (InGaN).

2. Methods
It is well established that Light Emission Diode (LED
light) is a monochromatic source of light that has distinctive propriety that appears useful in the stimulation of the
retina.
LED-Light is a monochromatic but not coherent light
and therefore with low energy. Radiant power at a distance of 1.5 cm (viewing angle 120˚) were calculated;
NM
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RED-LED = 11 μW/cm2, BLUE-LED = 29 μW/cm2, and
GREEN-LED= 20 μW/cm2.
We have adopted Kingbright Ltd. LED lamp: HypeerRED (InGaAIP), peak λ 650 nm; BLUE-LED (InGaN),
peak λ 468 nm; GREEN-LED (InGaN) peak λ 520 nm.
Voluntary subject (10) and patients (24) are involved
in the study having subscribed informed consent declaration. The patient’s protocol was submitted to the Ethic
Committee of the ULS (Vicenza) [12].
Intermittent light stimulation was performed on patient
awake, sited on a confortable chair. The EEG was recorded by means of a casque with 10 leads (10 - 20 system reduced) on the electroencephalograph MICROMED (Mogliano, Italy), connected wireless to the PC by
the System Plus software. The on/off for the light stimulation is performed through the electroncefalograph
(sited into the casque) by wireless software. So that there
are no manouvre around the head of the subject/patient
during the change of colour for differential stimulation.
For instance it is possible stimulate: on red 1 min off 1
min, on blue 1min., off 1 min. etc. Parameter’s modification (duty cycle, duration and flicker frequency) are easy
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achievable through a computer program, as five independent steps.
EEG recorder WSPY, a device developed by MICROMED (Mogliano, Italy), is a wireless 10 channel recorder specifically designed to operate without any connection to the acquisition system. EEG wet electrodes
and the casque are carefully described and discussed in a
paper held in the Conference on Bioinformatics and
Biomedical Enginering in Shanghai 2011 [13].

3. Results
First phase: Light Intermittent Stimulation (ILS) 10 Hz
was performed with white flash from a xenon 6 W 100 200 mJ lamp (MICROMED Ltd.) Figures 1-3.
As seen in Figure 1, ILS with white (standard) lamp
provokes drive of alpha rhythm and the appearance of
harmonic that belong to the beta rhythms. Whereas in
Figure 2, we see the resettimg of the phase during ILS
and the augmentation of the voltage (synchronizing effect of the ILS). Figure 3 shows the effect of ILS in different clinical conditions: the comment is that during the
decline of the EEG activity, due to aging and/or neurode-

Figure 1. Up-left = row EEG O2, non photostimulated (NF); Up-right = EEG photostimulated 10 Hz; Down-left = Spectral
Density (μV2/Hz) at rest; Down right = Spectral Density photo-stimulated (μV2/Hz). NOTICE: the converging of the spectral
density around the peak of the alpha rhythm at 10 Hz and the appearance of harmonic at 20 Hz, during flicker.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 2. Phase and amplitude drive (time 1 second) of one
alpha spindle (EEG) in O2 at the start of flicker 10 Hz (vertical bars) with standard xenon lamp 200 mJ intensity
(MICROMED Ltd). Spectral density (epoch 10 seconds):
basal 1342 μV2/Hz and during stimulation 2338 μV2/Hz.
NOTICE: drive of phase and amplitude of alpha waves.

tive (per cent) value, shows an increase of the density
during ILS non significant in controls and Alzheimer’s
disease and poorly significant (p < 0.05) in AAMI (Age
Associated Memory Impairment), but very significant (p
< 0.001) in MCI (Mild Cognitive Impairment) [12,14].
Second phase: ILS was performed with HyperrREDLED (InGaAIP, peak λ 650 nm) mounted on a google
(without lens) alone or in sequence with GREEN-LED
(InGaN, peak λ 520 nm), BLUE-LED (InGaN, peak λ
468 nm), WHITE-LED (three-chrome). Radiant power at
a distance of 1.5 cm was: Red 11 μW/cm2, Blue 29
μW/cm2, Green 20 μW/cm2, Figures 4-6.
As seen in those figures the ILS with RED-LED flash
results in a marked increase of the voltage in absolute
value, or in confront to blue and green or white colour
stimulation, despite the energy of RED-LED is reduced
in respect to blue, green, and white. The difference between non stimulated and stimulated is very significant
(ANOVA p < 0.001) instead of the non significant (ns) in
controls as seen in Figure 3, where the stimulation was
with white standard lamp. The differential increase of
voltage of the alpha rhythms with RED-LED in confront
to BLU-LED light is evident also in the respective harmonics (Figure 6).

4. Discussion

Figure 3. Spectral density (μV2/Hz %, O2, 7 - 14 Hz) in controls and patients in basal conditions and during Intermittent Light Stimulation (kind permission Ferro Milone et al.,
Psicogeriatria, 2009). NOTICE: progressive decrease of the
alpha spectral density (per cent value) from controls to patients affected by Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The driving
effect of the Intermittent Light Stimulation (ILS) at 10 Hz
on the alpha waves during flicker is non significant (ns) in
controls and AD but become significant in patients with
AAMI (Age Associated Memory Impairment) and more in
MCI (Mild Cognitive Impairment).

generation, there is a phase in which the recruiting response of the light is more evident and significant. We
speculate that there are synapses, in the contest of the
synaptic decay, “silent “and/or out of phase that may be
recruited and give rise to the augmented response.
Prolonged ILS shows increase of amplitude and reset
of the phase of the alpha rhythms and the appearance of
resonance phenomena. In controls and patients the increase of amplitude of alpha, as calculated by power
spectral density (μV2/Hz), in absolute as well as in relaCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

In the last 10 years we have studied the effect of flickering in aged patients with the aim to understand the feature of the EEG deterioration during aging in normal and
pathologic conditions [12,14]. We observed that the increase of amplitude and phase reset are constant features
of almost all individuals with few exception. The increase of amplitude is far well evident in a period of the
aging brain where the synapses are unstable may be for
Ca control derangement, or AMPA-NMDA receptors
overload [16].
But in a second phase of our work ILS was performed
by means of LED flash with different colours. We are
surprised by the difference in power augmentation during
ILS with RED-LED Light in respect to WHITE, BLUELED and GREE-LED Light stimulation. The difference
must have an explanation only in term of an effect of the
light inside the ganglion cells of the retina. We presume
it because the difference of the intensity of the response
to RED-LED, but not of the response to BLUE-, GREENLED, stem the hypothesis that there is an effect of photobiomodulation on cytochromo c oxidase [17] and/or a
direct activation of the photopigment melanopsin, an
opsin recently discovered in the ganglion cells of the
retina (intrinsecally photosensituve Retinal Ganglion
Cells, ipRGCs). Activation of ipRGCs increases their
sensitivity to light stimulation. Melanopsin mediates
nonvisual photoreceptive tasks, and is important in
NM
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Spectral Density uV2/Hz x5 ; a=basal; B= ILS RED-LED; C= ILS BLUE-LED;
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Figure 4. Spectral density (μV2/Hz, 7 - 14 Hz): A = basal condition; B = Intermittent Light Stimulation (ILS) 10 Hz, with
RED-LED flash (inGaAIP) λ 650 nm, duty cycle 50%, intensity 11 μW/cm2; C = BLUE-LED flash (InGaN) λ 468 nm, intensity 29 μW/cm2. InSTAT (neighbor columns): A-B = p < 0.001; A-C = p < 0.05; B-C = p < 0.001. NOTICE: the drive of phase
and amplitude of the alpha rhythm is more significant with RED-LED light than BLUE-LED light despite energy (eV) of red
light is 1.9 and blue 2.7. InSTAT(neighbor columns): A-B = p < 0.001.
Spectral Density uV2/Hz x 5 ; A= RED-LED; B=BLUE-LED; C=GREEN-LED; D= WHITE-Threechrome
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Figure 5. Spectral density (μV2/Hz, 7 - 14 Hz); A = basal condition; B = Intermittent Light Stimulation (ILS) 10 Hz, with
RED-LED flash (InGaAIP, λ 650 nm); C = ILS with BLUE-LED flash (InGaN, λ 468 nm); D = ILS with GREEN-LED flash
(InGaN, λ 520 nm); E = WHITE-LED three-chrome flashing; InSTAT (between columns) A-B = p < 0.001; A-C = ns; A-D =
ns; A-E = p < 0.001; B-C = p < 0.001; B-D = p < 0.001; B-E = p < 0.01; NOTICE: ILS with RED-LED flash is powerful mean
to provoke drive of alpha rhythm.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 6. Spectral density (x axis μV2/Hz O2, 7 - 14 Hz, epoch 10 sec); A-B-C-D-E = eyes closed; F.G.H-I = eyes open; A =
basal condition; B = during Intermittent Light Stimulation (ILS) 10 Hz with RED-LED light (InGaAIP, peak λ 650 nm) eyes
closed; C = harmonics-red; D = BLUE-LED light (InGaN peak λ 468 nm); E = harmonics-blue; F = ILS RED-LED eyes open;
G = harmonics-red; H = ILS BLUE-LED eyes open; I= harmonics-blue; InSTAT (between columns): A-B = p < 0.001; A-D =
ns; B-D = p < 0.001; A-F = p < 0.001; F-H = p < 0.001; NOTICE: RED-LED light ILS shows significant increase of the alpha
spectral density (and harmonics) in confront to BLUE-LED light ILS (and harmonics), both with eyes closed and with eyes
open.

entrainement, through the retinohypothalamic tract, of
many regulatory function in the hypothlamus and one
before all: of the master pacemaker of circadian rhythms
[3,18].
There is lot of literature about the importance of RED
and Near Infrared light effect. RED and NIR-LED (600 1000 nm) light. In addition to the ability of photons to
produce electronic excitation in chromophores, the REDNIR-LED induce wave-like alternating electric field that
modifies the enzymatic activity i.e. NaKAT-Pase pump
and enhances metabolism, due to mitochondrial ATP increase. Cytochromo c oxidase and ATP are key mechanism in the energy feature of the cells. [19-22].
The localization of the effect of the RED-LED light at
the level of the ganglion cells of the retina increases their
sensitivity to the signals incoming from the cone and
enhances the output to the SNC [6]. In the pathologic
field, many researchers support the theory that at the origin of many optic as well as neurodegenerative diseases
is a dysfunction (loss) of the energy metabolism of the
cell [20]. RED-LED light pulsed is well suited to restore
the metabolic energy of the cell in the retina and the optic
nerve [19].
Melanopsin in the ganglion cells appear most sensitive
to blue light [3]; the shorter wavelength (λ 488 nm) are
suitable for the stimulation of the protein part of the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

molecule and more efficient in the melanopsin signalling
system, whereas the part of the enzyme containing metal
absorb visible RED and NIR wavelength (λ 529 nm) that
enhances metabolism through mitochondrial ATP production and carries the photobiomodulatory effect [3,22].

5. Conclusions
The flicker stimulation at 10 Hz with RED-LED light λ
650 nm give rise to a cascade of events in the retina and
in the brain that may be summarized as follows:
1) Retina: activation of cytochromo coxidase and/or
melanopsin in the ganglion cell, a novel site of phototransduction recently discovered (the third eye). This
stimulation of the mitochondrial ATP in ganglion cells
results is an increase of their sensitivity to the incoming
cone-LHC (Light Horizontal Cells) signals. The end result is a reinforcement of the output to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), and therefore to the thalamus and
the hypothalamus [3,6,18]; the reinforcement may be
also due, in addition, to a possible mechanism of flicking-induced short term plasticity in retinal cone-LHC
synapses [7,8].
2) Brain: sub a) cognitive function (thalamo/cortical
level): the synchronization of oscillatory phases between
different brain regions, support the enhancement of both
working memory and long term memory, and acts by
NM
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facilitating neural communication and by promoting
neural plasticity [12,23].
Sub b) regulatory function, (hypothalamic-pineal
gland-hypophysis gland level), acts on brain’s master
clock (i.e. melatonin), reproductive cycle (i.e. prolactin),
and many different autonomic functions [24-26].
At least ILS with 10 Hz RED-BLUE-GREEN-LED
photostimulation of the retina is a powerful mechanism
for differential stimulation of the synaptic plasticity: a) at
the level of the brain cognitive function through an effect
in the vast phenomenology of the alpha rhythm, and b) at
the level of the hypothalamic wide regulatory function.
The involvement of alpha rhythms may promote a deeper
understanding of haw phase synchronization support the
flexibility of interaction between memory systems and
may yield new insight into the function of phase synchronization in general [12,23]. Whereas the stimulation
at the hypothalamic level, offer the possibility to interfere
with many regulatory disfunction as insomnia, jet lag,
(desynchronization of the biological clock), reproductive
function, metabolism and seasonal affective disorder
(SAD) [3,27,28].
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